
This Development Phase follows the Learning Goals phase of the Model
(where standards were unpacked and learning performances were generated)

Assessments and Rubrics Learning Tasks

Learning Performances are translated into items and
simulation-based performance assessments by characterizing
cognitive performances that can be assessed.

Iterative cycling between curricular materials and
items/simulations.

Ensure that goals/performances and evidence are both defined
in terms of integrated use of science ideas.

Practice across content = richer measure of ability. In this
way, simulations can be integrated more frequently (at a smaller
grain size) within the curriculum (and instructional sequences).

Instructional tasks designed to help develop mastery, based on

PHENOMENA
- aligned with learning goals
- make complex ideas plausible
- help students appreciate the utility of science

To identify candidate phenomena:
Move from Learning Performances to Learning Tasks by
specifying cognitive tasks associated with performances

What do we want students to DO with the phenomena?

Instructional Sequence Contextualization

Each instructional sequence is a coherent sequence of
Learning Tasks intended to:
- build student understanding, and
- answer a driving question (right over there →)

Map the learning goals/performances to see which concepts
come first in order to build more complex understandings.
- what knowledge is necessary?
- how do we create a need for it?

Groups of Learning Tasks form investigations
Groups of investigations form an instructional sequence

Instructional sequences allow for students to cycle back on
ideas, building on these cycles to develop understanding.

connect learning goals/performances with student
experiences and real-world problems to generate a

DRIVING QUESTION
- rich, open-ended everyday language
- draws on interests and curiosities students have about the
world
- articulates a problem context that creates the need for
scientific understanding
- students gain understanding attempting to address the
driving question
- Four Criteria: worthwhile, feasible, grounded in real world,
meaningful

These four sub-phases of the Development Phase happen simultaneously, iteratively, with cross-pollination throughout the process.


